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Abstract. Open collections of data and rules on the web are typically
characterized by heterogeneous quality and imperfect consistency. In reasoning with data and rules on the web, it is important to know where an
answer comes from (provenance) and whether the it is reasonable considering the inconsistencies (inconsistency-tolerance). In this paper, I draw
attention to the idea that provenance and inconsistency-tolerance play
mutually supporting roles under the theme of reasoning with imperfect
information on the web. As a specific example, I make use of basic provenance information to avoid unreasonable answers in reasoning with rules
and inconsistent data.

1

Introduction

Data and rules on the web are typically characterized by imperfect data, heterogeneity in quality, distributed authorship, semantic misalignments, and inconsistencies. Furthermore, the highly distributed nature of web data storage calls for
the replication of data and the caching of computed (or intermediate) results.
In reasoning in such a setting, two important requirements emerge:
1. Computed answers must be associated with information on the sources they
rely on.
2. Inconsistencies must be tolerated: logical explosion and unreasonable answers must be avoided.
The first requirement calls for the computation and maintenance of provenance information on computed answers. The second requirement can be fulfilled
by following an inconsistency-tolerant semantics in reasoning.
Much work has been done on provenance information in web data (for example [26, 16, 10, 11, 25]). The processing of inconsistent knowledge on the web
has also gained attention [18, 23, 28, 29, 3]. In this paper, I draw attention to
the idea that provenance and inconsistency-tolerance play mutually supporting
roles in the overarching theme of reasoning with imperfect information on the
web. As a specific example, I make use of basic provenance information to avoid
unreasonable answers in reasoning with rules and inconsistent data.

In section 2, I give a motivating example. In section 3, I formally develop the
existential answers semantics. In section 4, I show that the problem of computing
existential answers is N P-Complete, ruling out a popular rewriting technique
which does not rely on provenance computation. Then, in sections 5 and 6, I
give a provenance-based method for computing existential answers. In section 7, I
give another characterization of existential answers via answer set programming.
Finally, I conclude by discussing related work and future directions.

2

Motivating example

The data in table 1 will serve as example data. The BirthYear table associates
each person with a birth year. Each person has at most one birth year, but in
the example data two conflicting birth years are specified for Cody (and David)
because they come from two sources, at least one of which is incorrect. The
RecessionYear table gives the recessionary years in the United States.

Table 1. Example data
BirthYear
Person Year
Adam 1980
Brian 1991
Cody 1984
Cody 1991
David 1980
David 1984

RecessionYear
Year
1980
1981
1982
1990
1991

Table 2. Cached/Materialized Results
RecessionBorn
Person
Adam
Brian
Cody
David

Rule:
RecessionBorn(X)

OfAge
Person
Adam
Cody
David

Rule:
OfAge(X) :- BirthYear(X,Z),Z<1989

:-

BirthYear(X,Y), RecessionYear (Y)

Consider the following scenario:
For a study, a researcher would like to send out surveys to those who were born
during a recessionary year in the United States and are also legally of age. So
adding to the rules in table 2, the researcher writes the rule:
candidate(X) :- RecessionBorn (X) ∧ OfAge(X)
Standard datalog semantics, which do not consider the constraints, would
produce the answers {Adam, Cody, David}, the natural join between the two
intensional relations. By digging down, we see that RecessionBorn(Cody) is
derived from BirthYear(Cody, 1991) and OfAge(Cody) is derived from
BirthYear(Cody, 1984). But at least one of these two pieces of data is incorrect. We see that Cody is not a reasonable answer because whether we choose
BirthYear(Cody, 1984) or BirthYear(Cody, 1991), Cody does not satisfy the
criteria intended by the query.
Consider the two conflicting tuples BirthYear(David, 1980) and
BirthYear(David, 1984). If we chose to believe
BirthYear(David, 1980), then David is an answer. But if we chose to believe
BirthYear(David, 1984), then David is not an answer. Since we have no information that leads us to believe one of the two conflicting tuples over the other,
David is not an unreasonable answer.
The notion of existential answers (definition 4 in the next section) formalizes
this intuition, admitting answers which are reasonable and rejecting answers
which are unreasonable. The idea is to reason from consistent subsets of data so
that conflicting pieces of information cannot be combined to give an unreasonable
answer.

3

Formal Development

In this section, I develop the formal definitions necessary to define existential
answers. The development follows the definition of datalog in [1].
Let dom be a fixed, countably infinite set which serves as the underlying
domain. For example, dom may be the universe of all possible URI’s. A constant
is an element of dom. A schema S is a nonempty, finite set of relation names,
each with a fixed arity. An instance of a schema S is a finite set of facts (ground
atoms) over S and dom.
Let var be a fixed, countably infinite set of variables that is disjoint from
dom. A tuple is a vector of elements from dom. A free tuple is a vector of
elements from dom∪var. I use X, Y, Z, U, V, x, y, z, u, v and all their subscripted
variants to denote variables. All other symbols appearing in a tuple are constants.
Definition 1 (Datalog syntax). A rule is an expression of the form
R1 (u1 ) : − R2 (u2 ), . . . , Rn (un ), φ(uφ ), where n ≥ 1, R1 , . . . , Rn are relation
names, u1 , . . . , un , uφ are free tuples of appropriate arities, and φ is a boolean
combination of built-in predicates (=, 6=, >,etc.). Each variable occurring in u1
or uφ must also occur in at least one of u2 , . . . , un . A datalog program is a finite
set of datalog rules.

To give semantics to datalog programs, one interprets the rules as first-order
sentences. Each rule R1 (u1 ) : − R2 (u2 ), . . . , Rn (un ), φ(uφ ), is associated with the
sentence ∀x1 · · · xq (∃xq+1 · · · xm (R2 (u2 )∧· · ·∧Rn (un )∧φ(uφ ) → R1 (u1 ))), where
x1 , . . . , xq are the variables occurring in the head (R1 (u1 )) and xq+1 , . . . , xm are
the remaining variables occurring in the rule. For a datalog program P , the set
of first-order sentences associated with P is denoted as ΣP .
Definition 2 (Datalog Semantics). Let P be a datalog program and D finite
set of facts. A model of P in a finite set of facts satisfying ΣP . The semantics
of P on input D, denoted P (D) is the minimum model of P containing D.1 For
a fact d, We write hP, Di `dl d to denote that d ∈ P (D).
Definition 3 (Denial Constraints). A denial constraint is a sentence of the
form ∀x1 · · · xm (¬R1 (u1 ) ∨ · · · ¬Rn (un ) ∨ φ(uφ )), where n ≥ 1, R1 , . . . , Rn are
relation names, u1 , . . . , un , uφ are free tuples of appropriate arities, φ is a boolean
combination of built-in predicates (=, 6=, >,etc.), and x1 · · · xm are the variables
occurring in u1 , . . . , un , uφ . Each variable occurring in uφ must also occur in at
least one of u1 , . . . , un . A denial constraint can also be considered a “rule” with
an empty head, i.e., : − R1 (u1 ), . . . , Rn (un ), ¬φ(uφ )).
Definition 4 (Existential Answers). Given a set of facts D, a set of rules
P , and a set of constraints C, a fact d is an existential answers with respect to
(D, P, C) if and only if there exists D0 ⊆ D such that P (D0 ) is a model of C and
hP, D0 i `dl d. We denote this fact as hP, C, Di `∃dl d.
Example 1. Here I apply the definition of existential answers to the example
in section 2. For brevity, I use the following short-from relation names: by for
BirthYear, ry for RecessionYear, oa for OfAge, rb for RecessionBorn, and ca
for candidate. Let D be the base data (from table 1).
D={
by(Adam, 1980), by(Brian, 1991), by(Cody, 1984), by(Cody, 1991),
by(David, 1980), by(David, 1984), ry(1980), ry(1981), ry(1982),
ry(1990), ry(1991)
}
Let P be the datalog program.
P ={
oa(X) : − by(X, Z), Z < 1989,
rb(X) : − by(X, Y), ry(Y),
ca(X) : − rb(X), oa(X)
}
Let C be the set of constraints.
C = {∀XY (¬by(X, Y ) ∨ ¬by(X, Z) ∨ Y = Z)}
The collection of subsets D0 of D such that P (D0 ) is a models of C are the
following: (letting F = {by(Adam, 1980), by(Brian, 1991), ry(1980), ry(1981),
ry(1982), ry(1990), ry(1991)})
1

The minimum model always exists [1, pp 281, Theorem 12.2.3].

1.
2.
3.
4.

{by(Cody, 1984), by(David, 1980)} ∪ F
{by(Cody, 1984), by(David, 1984)} ∪ F
{by(Cody, 1991), by(David, 1980)} ∪ F
{by(Cody, 1991), by(David, 1984)} ∪ F

and
and
and
and

all
all
all
all

its
its
its
its

subsets
subsets
subsets
subsets

The corresponding sets of datalog answers (in the ca relation) are :
1.
2.
3.
4.

{ca(Adam), ca(David)} and all its subsets
{ca(Adam)} and all its subsets
{ca(Adam), ca(David)} and all its subsets
{ca(Adam)} and all its subsets

Hence, hP, C, Di `∃dl ca(Adam) and hP, C, Di `∃dl ca(David), but
hP, C, Di 6`∃dl ca(Brian) and hP, C, Di 6`∃dl ca(Cody). The results agree with
the intuition in section 2.
I present another example. This example contains recursive rules.
Example 2. A fact link(i, j, t) represents that there is a direct link of type t
from i to j. Let the base facts D = {
link(a, b, 1), link(a, c, 2), link(b, d, 2), link(c, d, 3), link(d, e, 1), link(d, f, 2)}
Let the program P = {
aReaches(Y) : − link(a, Y, U),
aReaches(Y) : − aReaches(a, Z, U), link(Z, Y, V)
}.
It defines which nodes are reachable from a.
Furthermore, assume it is known that no two links of the same type can
coexist. It can be formalized as the following constraint set C = {
∀X1 Y1 X2 Y2 U (¬link(X1 , Y1 , U ) ∨ ¬link(X2 , Y2 , U ) ∨ X1 = X2 ),
∀X1 Y1 X2 Y2 U (¬link(X1 , Y1 , U ) ∨ ¬link(X2 , Y2 , U ) ∨ Y1 = Y2 )
}
The collection of subsets D0 of D that are models of C ∪ΣP are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

{link(a, b, 1), link(a, c, 2), link(c, d, 3)}
{link(a, b, 1), link(b, d, 2), link(c, d, 3)}
{link(a, b, 1), link(d, f, 2), link(c, d, 3)}
{link(d, e, 1), link(a, c, 2), link(c, d, 3)}
{link(d, e, 1), link(b, d, 2), link(c, d, 3)}
{link(d, e, 1), link(d, f, 2), link(c, d, 3)}

and
and
and
and
and
and

all
all
all
all
all
all

its
its
its
its
its
its

subsets.
subsets.
subsets.
subsets.
subsets.
subsets.

The corresponding sets of datalog answers (in the aReaches relation) are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

{aReaches(n) : n ∈ {b, c, d}} and all its subsets
{aReaches(n) : n ∈ {b, d}} and all its subsets
{aReaches(n) : n ∈ {b}} and all its subsets
{aReaches(n) : n ∈ {c, d, e}} and all its subsets
{}
{}

Hence, hP, C, Di `∃dl aReaches(b), aReaches(c), aReaches(d), aReaches(e),
but hP, C, Di 6`∃dl aReaches(f), aReaches(a). Notice that even though
hP, Di `dl aReaches(f), it is rejected as an existential answer because it is
unreasonable given the constraints.
Based on the definition, a brute-force method for computing existential answers consists of enumerating each set D0 ⊆ D, checking whether D0 is admissible, and finally checking whether D0 `dl d. Because the number of subsets
of D is 2|D| , this brute-force method is completely impractical. In section 6, I
present a provenance-based method that constructs several special subsets of D
and ignore all the other subsets.

4

Complexity and Rewriting

In typical data-oriented applications the set of facts is much larger than the set
of rules. It is natural to consider the data complexity of rule evaluation. That
is, we first fix the program P then consider the complexity of computing the
answers given a set of facts as input.
For example, in datalog evaluation, the data complexity for a fixed program
P is the complexity of the problem ∆P = {(D, d) : hP, Di `dl d}, where D
ranges over the sets of facts and d ranges over the facts.
For a finite set of denial constraints C and a nonrecursive datalog program
P , the existential answers problem is ΞP,C = {(D, d) : hP, C, Di `∃dl d}.
If P is restricted to nonrecursive datalog programs, then, given the set of
constraints C, it is possible to transform P into another program P 0 in the same
language such that for all finite sets of facts D and all facts d, hP, C, Di `∃dl d
if and only if hP 0 , Di `dl d [17, 19]2 . Because datalog evaluation is polynomial
time in data complexity, the rewriting result shows that the existential answers
problem is also polynomial time in data complexity. That is, given a finite set
of denial constraints C and a nonrecursive datalog program P , ΞP,C is in P.
One may want to apply a similar rewriting approach in the recursive case,
rewriting a recursive datalog program P into another datalog program P 0 such
that the standard answers to P 0 are precisely the existential answers to P . However, we show here that unless P=N P, such a rewriting scheme does not exist
for all datalog programs. First, I show that for some datalog program P and finite set of constraints C, ΞP,C is N P-Hard. If we could rewrite P into a datalog
program P 0 such that for all finite sets of facts D and all facts d, hP, C, Di `∃dl d
if and only if hP 0 , Di `dl d, we have reduced the problem ΞP,C to the problem
∆P 0 , which is in P. So unless P=N P, such a rewriting does not exist.
2

The termination of the rewriting algorithm in [17] depends on the finiteness of the
resolution closure of P ∪ C. In the case of nonrecursive datalog P and denial constraints C, the union is essentially a finite set of nonrecursive Horn clauses, which
has finite closure under resolution.

4.1

N P-Completeness

First, I show that the existential answer problem is N P-Hard by reduction
from MONOTONE-3SAT, a well-known N P-complete problem. I first outline the
approach:
1. Fix a datalog program P and a finite constraint set C.
2. Define a polynomial-time transformation from any monotone 3CNF formula
Φ to a finite set of facts DΦ and a query fact dΦ .
3. Show that for any monotone 3CNF formula Φ, Φ is satisfiable if and only if
hP, C, DΦ i `∃dl dΦ .
MONOTONE-3SAT is like 3SAT except that the input 3CNF formula is further
restricted to be monotone, that is, each clause consists of either all positive
literals or all negative literals, but never a mix of positive and negative literals.
More precisely, a monotone 3CNF formula is a formula (p1,1 ∨p1,2 ∨p1,3 )∧(p2,1 ∨
p2,2 ∨ p2,3 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (pn,1 ∨ pn,2 ∨ pn,3 ) ∧ (q1,1 ∨ q1,2 ∨ q1,3 ) ∧ (q2,1 ∨ q2,2 ∨ q2,3 ) ∧
· · · ∧ (qm,1 ∨ qm,2 ∨ qm,3 ), where each pi,j is a propositional variable and each
qi,j is the negation of a propositional variable. Without loss of generality, we can
assume m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1.
Consider the datalog program P = {
qp(x, y) : − ep(x, y, u, v),
qp(x, y) : − qp(x, z), ep(z, y, u, v),
qn(x, y) : − en(x, y, u, v),
qn(x, y) : − qn(x, z), en(z, y, u, v),
Q(x, y, z) : − qp(x, y), qn(x, z)
}
Each ep(x, y, u, v) or en(x, y, u, v) is thought of as an edge from x to y,
annotated with u and v. Q(x, y, z) means there is an ep-path from x to y and
also an en-path from x to z.
Now consider the constraint
c = ∀x1 y1 u1 vx2 y2 u2 (¬ep(x1 , y1 , u1 , v) ∨ ¬en(x2 , y2 , u2 , v)). The constraint says
that no pair of ep-edge and en-edge can coexist with the same v value.
For each monotone 3CNF formula Φ = (p1,1 ∨ p1,2 ∨ p1,3 ) ∧ (p2,1 ∨ p2,2 ∨ p2,3 ) ∧
· · ·∧(pn,1 ∨pn,2 ∨pn,3 )∧(q1,1 ∨q1,2 ∨q1,3 )∧(q2,1 ∨q2,2 ∨q2,3 )∧· · ·∧(qm,1 ∨qm,2 ∨qm,3 ),
we do the following transformation:
Let a1 , . . . , ap be the propositional variables. Define DΦ = {ep(i, i + 1, j, k) : i =
1, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, 3; ak = pi,j }∪{en(i, i+1, j, k) : i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, 3; ¬(ak ) =
pi,j }
The transformation is clearly polynomial.
Now hP, {c}, Di `∃dl Q(1, n + 1, m + 1), if and only if there is an ep-path
from 1 to n + 1 and an en-path from 1 to m + 1 such that no pair of epedge and en-edge conflict by sharing the same v-value. Consider choosing each
ep(x, y, u, v)-edge to be choosing to make px,u true in the corresponding SAT
instance. Also consider choosing each en(x, y, u, v)-edge to be choosing to make
qx,u true in the corresponding SAT instance. Having an ep-path from 1 to n + 1
and an en-path from 1 to m + 1 is equivalent to picking one of pi,1 , pi,2 , pi,3 to

be true for all i from 1 to n and one of qi,1 , qi,2 , qi,3 to be true for all i from 1
to m. Furthermore, the fact that the two paths do not conflict by sharing the
same v-value is equivalent to that the set of literals picked to be true to not
contain a complementary pair. This is exactly the condition required to choose
an assignment of truth values that satisfy the formula Φ. We have a polynomial
reduction from MONOTONE-3SAT to existential answers.
Hence, the existential answers problem with this fixed query and constraint
is N P-Hard.
It is easy to see that ΞP,C is in N P. For a finite set of facts D and a fact d,
hP, C, Di `∃dl d if and only if there exists an admissible set D0 ⊆ D such that
d ∈ P (D0 ). One can nondeterministically guess the appropriate D0 and then
verify in polynomial time that d ∈ P (D0 ) and P (D0 ) is a model of C.
Theorem 1 (N P-Completeness). The existential answer problem ΞP,C is
N P-Complete for some datalog program P and finite set of denial constraints
C.
We conclude that unless P=N P, some existential answer problems over datalog programs and denial constraint cannot be solved by rewriting into datalog
(or any other language with polynomial data-complexity, for example, stratified
datalog¬).
Theorem 2 (Non-rewritability into dalalog). Assuming P6=N P, for some
datalog program P and finite set of denial constraints C, there does not exist
a datalog program P 0 such that for all finite sets of facts D and all facts d,
hP, C, Di `∃dl d if and only if hP 0 , Di `dl d.

5

Provenance

Provenance of data has received considerable attention. Here, we use the method
of Agrawal, Benjelloun, Das Sarma, Halevy, Theobald, and Widom [8, 2] to compute and represent data provenance. We briefly review their method here.
Each tuple is associated with a tuple ID. Each computed tuple is associated
with a provenance set that gives the set of tuple IDs from which this tuple is
derived.
Consider the following example.
Example 3. The base facts D is given by the following table. A fact link(i, j, t)
represents that there is a direct link from i to j of type t.
link
ID origin destination type
λ(21) = {}
21
a
b
1
λ(22) = {}
22
a
c
2
λ(23) = {}
23
b
d
2
λ(24) = {}
24
c
d
3
λ(25) = {}
25
d
e
1
λ(26) = {}
26
d
f
2

P =
{aReaches(Y) : − link(a, Y, U),
aReaches(Y) : − aReaches(a, Z, U), link(Z, Y, V)}
The following are the computed facts and their associated provenance information.
aReaches
ID destination
λ(31) = {21}
31
b
λ(32) = {22}
32
c
λ(33) = {31, 23}
33
d
λ(34) = {32, 24}
34
d
λ(35) = {33, 25}
35
e
λ(36) = {34, 25}
36
e
λ(37) = {33, 26}
37
f
λ(38) = {34, 26}
38
f
If a fact is produced multiple times from different sets of tuples, the fact is presented as multiple tuples, each with its own tuple ID and associated provenance.
The computation of provenance can be embedded in a standard bottom-up datalog evaluation procedure. It is important to note that where regular datalog
evaluation (set semantics, no duplicate tuples) has polynomial data complexity,
datalog evaluation with provenance computation as shown above can be exponential in the number of facts in the input fact set. The increased complexity is
due to the fact that even though the number of unique facts that can be generated is polynomially bounded, the number of unique (fact, provenance) pairs is
not.

6

Computing existential answers via provenance

The brute-force method of enumerating each set D0 ⊆ D is impractical. In this
section, I present a method that uses provenance information to construct several
special subsets of D called support sets and then consider only those sets. The
IsExistentialAnswer procedure calls on the SupportSet procedure defined
immediately after.

IsExistentialAnswer(P, C, D, id, λ)
D0 := SupportSet(D, id, λ)
C ∗ := {nogood : − R1 (u1 ), . . . , Rn (un ), φ(uφ ) :
(∀x1 · · · xm (¬R1 (u1 ) ∨ · · · ¬Rn (un ) ∨ φ(uφ ))) ∈ C}
(Where nogood is a new relation name that is not in the current schema)
if nogood ∈ C ∗ (P (D0 )) then
return FALSE
else
return TRUE
end if

SupportSet(D, id, λ)
Queue Q := empty queue
D0 := {}
Q.enqueue(id)
while Q is not empty do
id0 := Q.dequeue()
if λ(id0 ) == ∅ then
D0 := D0 ∪ {f act(id0 )} (f act(id0 ) gives the fact associated with the ID id0 )
else
for l ∈ λ(id0 ) do
Q.enqueue(l)
end for
end if
end while
return D’

Theorem 3 (Correctness). For a datalog program P , a set of facts D, a set
of denial constraints C, a fact d ∈ P (D), and a provenance function λ obtained
in evaluating P (D), hP, C, Di `∃dl d if and only if
IsExistentialAnswer(P, C, D, id, λ) returns TRUE for a tuple ID id of d.
Example 4. Using the provenance information in example 3 and the datalog
program P and constraints C from example 2, I demonstrate the IsExistentialAnswer algorithm.
The tuple ID’s associated with the fact aReaches(f) ∈ P (D) are 37 and 38.
Running IsExistentialAnswer(P, D, C, 37, λ) constructs the set
D0 = {link(d, f, 2), link(b, d, 2), link(a, b, 1)} from the set of base tuple ID’s
{26, 23, 21}. It also constructs C ∗ := {
nogood : − link0 (X1 , Y1 , U), link0 (X2 , Y2 , U), X1 6= X2 ,
nogood : − link0 (X1 , Y1 , U), link0 (X2 , Y2 , U), Y1 6= Y2
}. Finally, nogood ∈ C ∗ (P (D0 )), so the algorithm rejects the tuple of ID 37 as
an existential answer tuple.
Running IsExistentialAnswer(P, D, C, 38, λ) constructs the set
D0 = {link(d, f, 2), link(c, d, 3), link(a, c, 2)} from the set of base tuple ID’s
{26, 24, 22}. It also constructs the same C ∗ as above.
Finally, nogood ∈ C ∗ (P (D0 )), so the algorithm also rejects the tuple of ID 38 as
an existential answer tuple.
One can conclude that hP, C, Di 6`∃dl aReaches(f), in agreement with example 2.
Now I examine whether hP, C, Di `∃dl aReaches(e).The tuple ID’s associated with the fact aReaches(e) ∈ P (D) are 35 and 36.
Running IsExistentialAnswer(P, D, C, 35, λ) constructs the set
D0 = {link(d, e, 1), link(b, d, 2), link(a, b, 1)} from the set of base tuple ID’s
{25, 23, 21}. nogood ∈ C ∗ (P (D0 )), so the algorithm rejects the tuple of ID 35 as
an existential answer tuple.

Running IsExistentialAnswer(P, D, C, 36, λ) constructs the set
D0 = {link(d, e, 1), link(c, d, 3), link(a, c, 2)} from the set of base tuple ID’s
{25, 24, 22}. nogood 6∈ C ∗ (P (D0 )), so the algorithm accepts the tuple of ID 36
as an existential answer tuple.
One can conclude that hP, C, Di `∃dl aReaches(e), in agreement with example 2.

7

Answer Set Programming

Answer set programming (ASP) has received much attention in the logic programming community, the database community, and the rules and ontology community because of its ability to declaratively and succinctly express interesting
problems from a wide-range of domains. ASP also offers another way to characterize the existential answers. In this section, I characterize existential answers
as the solutions to some answer set programs. The use of disjunctive logic programs to specify changes to data was introduced by Arenas and Bertossi and
Chomicki [4]. I assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of answer set
programming. For an introduction to answer set programming, I recommend
Lifschitz’s overview [24].
Let the transformation primed(φ) take a formula (or rule) φ and replace
within φ each relation name R by R0 . For a datalog program P , and a finite set
of denial constraints C, we define the transformation into an ASP
ExistentialASP(P ) := {(R0 (x) : − R(x), not R0 (x)) : R a relation name}
∪ {primed(r) : r ∈ C ∪ P }
Example 5.
Let P = {
aReaches(Y) : − link(a, Y, U),
aReaches(Y) : − aReaches(a, Z, U), link(Z, Y, V)}
Let C = {
(false) : − link(X1 , Y1 , U), link(X2 , Y2 , U), X1 =
6 X2 ,
(false) : − link(X1 , Y1 , U), link(X2 , Y2 , U), Y1 =
6 Y2
}
ExistentialASP(P, C) = {
link0 (X, Y, U) : − link(X, Y, U), not link0 (X, Y, U),
aReaches0 (X, Y, U) : − aReaches(X, Y, U), not aReaches0 (X, Y, U),
aReaches0 (Y) : − link0 (a, Y, U),
aReaches0 (Y) : − aReaches0 (a, Z, U), link0 (Z, Y, V),
(false) : − link0 (X1 , Y1 , U), link0 (X2 , Y2 , U), X1 6= X2 ,
(false) : − link0 (X1 , Y1 , U), link0 (X2 , Y2 , U), Y1 6= Y2
}
Theorem 4. Given a datalog program P , a finite set of constraints C (written as headless rules), then for any a finite set of facts D and any fact d,

hP, C, Di `∃dl d if and only if primed(d) is in an answer set to the answer
set program ExistentialASP(P, C).
The characterization of existential answers as credulous answers to an answer
set program gives another method to compute existential answers – reformulate
an existential answer problem as an ASP problem, then use an ASP solver to find
the credulous answers. However, the cost of this method may be prohibitively
high because most general-purpose ASP solvers work by first grounding out the
input program3 .
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Related Work

The importance of adequately processing inconsistencies in reasoning on the web
has received wide recognition, but there have been relatively few pieces of work
that develop techniques for reasoning with inconsistent knowledge on the web.
Notable works in this area include the following [18, 23, 28, 29, 3]. None of them
take a provenance-based approach to reason in the presence of inconsistencies.
The idea of finding answers from consistent subsets of a theory is due to
Elvang-Gøransson and Hunter[14]. The idea is later refined by Kassoff, Zen,
Garg, and Genesereth for application to logical spreadsheets [22, 20].
Kassoff and Genesereth [21] also proposed a method for computing existential
answers based on provenance. However, their method is intended for reasoning
with first-order theories and use a general resolution-refutation method rather
than one based on standard datalog evaluation. As a result, the method is not
guaranteed to terminate (even if restricted to horn clauses, which correspond to
datalog).
ULDB [8, 2] uses provenance information to compute answers from uncertain databases. The approach is similar to the method presented in this paper.
However, the setting they consider is one where all constraints are ground.
As mentioned in section 7, the specification of database repairs using disjunctive logic programs with exceptions first appeared in [4]. Many other works
have followed that are based on the same basic idea (some examples include [9,
7, 5, 6, 12, 13, 15]).
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Future work

The connection between provenance and trust creates a fertile ground for future
work in reasoning on the web in the presence of inconsistencies and uncertainties.
As an example, I define the prioritized existential answers to account for
the fact that some sources are more trusted than others. Existential answers, as
defined in section 3, give all facts equal priority. However, in real applications,
some sources are known to be much more reliable than others. In the birth year
example in section 2, the tuple BirthYear(David, 1984) may be more trusted
3

[27] is a notable exception.

and hence prioritized over the conflicting tuple BirthYear(David, 1980). Then
one would reject David as a candidate.
With this intuition in mind, I define the prioritized existential answers.
Definition 5 (Prioritized Existential Answers). Assume a (possibly empty)
partial order  on the set of all facts over the schema. (Intuitively, d  d0 means
that d is prioritized over d0 .) Given a set of facts D, a set of rules P , and a
set of constraints C a fact d is a prioritized existential answers with respect to
(D, P, C, ) if and only if there exists D0 ⊆ D such that
1. P (D0 ) is a model of C,
2. (∀g ∈ (D − D0 ))(∀g 0 ∈ D0 )(g 6 g 0 ),
3. and hD0 , P i `dl d.
We denote this fact as hP, C, D i `∃dl d.
One can check in example 1 that if
BirthYear(David, 1984)  BirthYear(David, 1980), then candidate(David) is
not a prioritized existential answer.
A direction for future work is to design a provenance-based method to compute prioritized existential answer.
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